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1. The Beginning 
References: 

 

Myrdin skulks about the Castle and finds some adventures to chase. 

1.1. Myrdin and His Taskmasters 
References: 

 

Anaedor and Thalia have work for Myrdin as the Festival of Twilight draws near. 

ANAEDOR 

(exasperated) 

Boy! Dammit. Myr!  

1.1.1. Answering Anaedor 
Following: 
→ Myrdin: "What does the old man want?" 
→ Myrdin: "I have plans of my own." 
→ Myrdin: "It can wait..." 

MYRDIN 

(Grumbles to himself) 

What...? 

What does the old man want?  

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "There you are. Where have you been?" 

MYRDIN 

(Creeps out the back) 

Ugh... Not now! 

I have plans of my own. 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "There you are. Where have you been?" 
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MYRDIN 

(Rolls over and goes back to 
sleep) 

Go back to sleep. 

It can wait... 

Following: 
⃝ Answering Anaedor 

 

ANAEDOR 

There you are. Where have you been?  

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "I've been working!" 
→ Myrdin: "Around. What did you need, Master A..." 
→ Myrdin: "Sleeping... I needed a rest" 

MYRDIN 

Lie. 

I've been working! 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Yes, yes. That's likely... Well, I..." 

MYRDIN 

Prevaricate. 

Around. What did you need, Master Anaedor? 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Yes, yes. That's likely... Well, I..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Tell the truth. 

Sleeping... I needed a rest  

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Yes, yes. That's likely... Well, I..." 

 

ANAEDOR 

Yes, yes. That's likely... Well, I need you at your 
post by the stables is what I need. Mistress 
Thalia was to come by later today. You know 
what she's like. 

ANAEDOR 

You need to ensure that the stable yard is tidied 
and the stones clear of any shit. And I mean the 
shit. It needs to get gone...  

ANAEDOR 

Myrdin! Are you listening, boy? 
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1.1.2. Answering Anaedor again 
Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Now... where did the shovel go...?" 
→ Myrdin: "I'll get to it today-" 
→ Myrdin: "What was that again?" 

MYRDIN 

Of course! 

Now... where did the shovel go...? 

ANAEDOR 

You damn well know where the shovel is 
already! 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Goodness, Anaedor. Must you shout s..." 

MYRDIN 

Uh... yes...? 

I'll get to it today- 

ANAEDOR 

You'll get to it now! 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Goodness, Anaedor. Must you shout s..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Sorry... 

What was that again? 

ANAEDOR 

I don't even know why I try... A pox on the gods 
that inflicted you on me. 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Goodness, Anaedor. Must you shout s..." 

 

THALIA 

Goodness, Anaedor. Must you shout so? I 
imagine the good folks of Mehdall could hear 
about Myrdin's transgressions. 

ANAEDOR 

It wouldn't be news, sadly. How go the 
preparations, Thalia? 

THALIA 

As well as one might expect. The Festival of 
Twilight begins in two weeks, but there is still so 
much yet to be done if we are to host the best 
festival seen in years. 

ANAEDOR 

We are doing our best... 
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THALIA 

It will have to be better than best. That includes 
you as well, Myrdin. 

MYRDIN 

Uh. Yes... 

THALIA 

I mean it. Every elf must play their part, each 
and every one, down to the lowliest man. You 
best not be tripping Anaedor up, Myrdin. 

ANAEDOR 

He will get his work done... or I shall tear him 
from limb to limb. 

THALIA 

Really, Anaedor. Do try not to scare the boy 
back to Aias Dale.  

ANAEDOR 

If I could scare him into better behavior, I would. 
But he will be helping in his own way. 

MYRDIN 

Yes. I suppose. 

THALIA 

Let us leave Myrdin to his tasks then, Anaedor. I 
have some inquiries to make about the guest 
stables. 

ANAEDOR 

Lead the way. 

Following: 
↑ GAMEPLAY - exploring the castle 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.2. Exploring Caer Galadhon 
Following: 
→ GAMEPLAY - exploring the castle 
→ Talking with People 

1.3. GAMEPLAY - exploring the castle 
References: 
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1.3.1. Exploration 
Following: 
→ Find the rope 
→ Find the torch 
→ Find the key 
→ Find some food 

1.3.2. Find the rope 
References: 

 

Find and put rope in inventory. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploration 

 

1.3.3. Find the torch 
References: 

 

Find and put torch in inventory. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploration 

 

1.3.4. Find the key 
References: 

 

Find and put key in inventory. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploration 
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1.3.5. Find some food 
References: 

 

Find and put apple in inventory. 

Following: 
↑ GAMEPLAY - exploring the castle 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.4. Talking with People 
Following: 
→ Guard Conversation 
→ Anaedor 
→ Maid Phelorna 
→ Thalia 
→ Cailu 
→ Vamir 

1.5. Guard Conversation 
References: 

 

ELF GUARD 

You talked to Anaedor? 

MYRDIN 

I did. 

//has talked with Anaedor? 
//has talked with Anaedor?QuestInformationVariables.hasAnaedorsQuest == true 
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Following: 
→ Elf Guard: "You have Anaedor's instructions in..." 
→ Elf Guard: "Hm... Are you sure you spoke with A..." 

ELF GUARD 

You have Anaedor's instructions in hand? Yes... I 
see you do. Safe travels, Myr. Do try to stay out 
of trouble on the road. 

Following: 
↑ A Dish Fit For Royalty 
↑ Wanted: Fresh Fish At A Bargain 
↑ My Direwolf, Spot 
↑ Drinking With Vamir 
↑ The Mysterious Rope 

 

ELF GUARD 

Hm... Are you sure you spoke with Anaedor? I 
would get an earful if I let you past without you 
speaking to him... Return when you have his 
instructions. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 

 

1.6. Anaedor 
References: 

 

Anaedor talks about a peddler who has some leather he needs. Myrdin is to fetch some. 

//talked to Anaedor before 
//talked to Anaedor beforeQuestInformationVariables.talkedToAnaedorOrigin == false 

 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Myrdin... Did you get the work done..." 
→ Anaedor: "Did you change your mind, boy?" 

ANAEDOR 

Myrdin... Did you get the work done? 

MYRDIN 

I believe so. 

ANAEDOR 

You believe so? What kind of answer is that? 
Never mind. I must need consult with the King 
over a matter concerning his stallion. 
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ANAEDOR 

The other boys have their tasks set for them. 
I've an errand for you. I'll need you to buy a 
handful of red and blue dye from Hagwin the 
Peddler. 

MYRDIN 

Dyes from Hagwin the Peddler... 

ANAEDOR 

Yes, blue and red dye. You hear? Not black or 
white or any other colour. He should be out 
around Aias Dale if Vamir spoke right. 

Accepting Anaedor's Quest 
Following: 
→ Myrdin: "I'll be back before you know it!" 
→ Myrdin: "At least I won't be trapped here in..." 
→ Myrdin: "Sure. I'll take it the task on now." 
→ Myrdin: "I have something else to finish up..." 

ANAEDOR 

Did you change your mind, boy? 

Following: 
⃝ Accepting Anaedor's Quest 

 

MYRDIN 

I have this! 

I'll be back before you know it! 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Such... enthusiasm. Do try not to m..." 

MYRDIN 

If I must... 

At least I won't be trapped here in the stables. 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Such... enthusiasm. Do try not to m..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Actually... 

Sure. I'll take it the task on now. 

Following: 
→ Anaedor: "Such... enthusiasm. Do try not to m..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Oh. Wait...! 

I have something else to finish up at the Castle. 

ANAEDOR 

Oh... Really? And what might that be? You'd 
best be done all the tasks I gave you earlier? 
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Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 

 

ANAEDOR 

Such... enthusiasm. Do try not to mess this up, 
Myr. 

Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.7. Maid Phelorna 
References: 

 

A saucy maid tells Myrdin that the Princess needs a bauble in Aias Dale. 

//first time talking to her? 

//first time talking to her?QuestInformationVariables.talkedToPhelornaOrigin == false 

 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Phelly? What are you doing here?" 
→ Phelorna: "Don't tell me... You changed your m..." 

MYRDIN 

Phelly? What are you doing here? 

PHELORNA 

Oh, gods, Myr! What ARE you doing here? 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Just trying to keep busy. I don't w..." 
→ Myrdin: "NOT clearing the stables for once." 
→ Myrdin: "I'm on the hunt for some adventurin..." 

PHELORNA 

Don't tell me... You changed your mind? 

Following: 
⃝ Answering Phelorna's Request 
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MYRDIN 

Well... 

Just trying to keep busy. I don't want any more 
work than what Anaedor has given me... 

Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Really... I bet you are putting mor..." 

MYRDIN 

Glad to say... 

NOT clearing the stables for once. 

Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Really... I bet you are putting mor..." 

 

MYRDIN 

To be honest... 

I'm on the hunt for some adventuring, of course. 

Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Really... I bet you are putting mor..." 

 

PHELORNA 

Really... I bet you are putting more grey hairs on 
Anaedor's head. Well, if you are so free, perhaps 
you might run an errand for m- for the Princess. 

MYRDIN 

Princess Falenais requires my aid? 

PHELORNA 

Er. Yes... yes... It is a matter of utmost 
importance. Her suiting for the Festival of 
Twilight requires an additional... bauble. 

PHELORNA 

It is a simple matter, really - a jaunt to Aias Dale 
is in order. If you can take this money and buy 
some beads there, it would help... the Princess 
quite a bit. 

Answering Phelorna's Request 
Following: 
→ Myrdin: "I've already got other business in..." 
→ Myrdin: "For Princess Falenais, I can achiev..." 
→ Myrdin: "I'm ready to take your request on n..." 
→ Myrdin: "This doesn't sound like the adventu..." 

MYRDIN 

I think I could do that. 

I've already got other business in Aias Dale 
anyways. 
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Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Such enthusiasm. The, uh, Princess..." 

MYRDIN 

Of course! 

For Princess Falenais, I can achieve anything! 

Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Such enthusiasm. The, uh, Princess..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Actually... 

I'm ready to take your request on now! 

Following: 
→ Phelorna: "Such enthusiasm. The, uh, Princess..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Hm... 

This doesn't sound like the adventure I was 
looking for. 

PHELORNA 

Well, if you change your mind, lazy oaf, you 
know where to find me. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 

 

PHELORNA 

Such enthusiasm. The, uh, Princess thanks you 
for her service! 

Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.8. Thalia 
References: 

 

Thalia needs Myrdin to pick up some dried fruit from a housewife in Mehdall. 
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QuestInformationVariables.hasThaliaQ ... 
QuestInformationVariables.hasThaliaQuest == false 

 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Well, well, Myrdin. You look alarmi..." 
→ Thalia: "Remember, north of Aias Dale, you'l..." 

THALIA 

Well, well, Myrdin. You look alarmingly... free. 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "I just finished tidying the yard, a..." 
→ Myrdin: "I am trying to decide whether to st..." 
→ Myrdin: "I'm on my way to Aias Dale to pick..." 

THALIA 

Remember, north of Aias Dale, you'll find the 
orchard and farmers' wives selling preserves. 

Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 

 

MYRDIN 

Oh no! I'm working! 

I just finished tidying the yard, and I'm looking 
for the shovel. 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Hmmm... Still... I'm certain you ca..." 

MYRDIN 

I'm just between tasks... 

I am trying to decide whether to start in the 
stalls or tidy the yard... 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Hmmm... Still... I'm certain you ca..." 

 

MYRDIN 

I've got an errand from Anaedor. 

I'm on my way to Aias Dale to pick some items 
up for Master Anaedor. 

Following: 
→ Thalia: "Hmmm... Still... I'm certain you ca..." 

 

THALIA 

Hmmm... Still... I'm certain you can take on an 
extra task. 

MYRDIN 

I suppose I am not allowed to say no. 

THALIA 

Of course not. 
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THALIA 

With the Feast of Twilight almost upon us, our 
kitchen staff is run ragged. Cook has been 
struggling with maintaining stock as well. 

THALIA 

In order to preserve Cook's sanity, you will aid in 
provisioning the fruit required for the Cook's 
pastries.  

MYRDIN 

So, I am to pick apples? 

THALIA 

You can go pick them, or you can speak with one 
of the guards at the orchard to requisition 
supplies. There is a farmer's wife north of Aias 
Dale who also makes fruit preserves. Some of 
those would also be helpful. 

MYRDIN 

I see. I ought to delive the fruit, either fresh or 
preserved, to the Cook? 

THALIA 

Yes. Both would be preferred. Don't be late. 

Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.9. Cailu 
References: 

 

A boy's pup is missing. Can Myrdin search for him? 

QuestInformationVariables.talkedToCa ... 
QuestInformationVariables.talkedToCailuOrigin == false 

 

Following: 
→ Cailu: "Oh no! Oh no!" 
→ Cailu: "Did you... Did you... change your m..." 

CAILU 

Oh no! Oh no! 
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MYRDIN 

Cailu? What is the matter? 

CAILU 

It's Spot! 

MYRDIN 

Spot... who? 

CAILU 

Spot! My pup! I was raising him in the 
abandoned toolshed when he suddenly 
disappeared! 

MYRDIN 

I didn't know that your mother allowed you to 
have a pet. 

CAILU 

She... She didn't. It was a secret, just between 
Spot and me. But then he disappeared... and I 
can't leave the Castle! 

Answer Cailu 
Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Can you give me any more details?" 
→ Myrdin: "I suppose if I see any sign of him...." 
→ Myrdin: "I'll keep an eye out, two if I can..." 
→ Myrdin: "I'd say yes, but I have a few other..." 

CAILU 

Did you... Did you... change your mind? Will you 
help? 

Following: 
⃝ Answer Cailu 

 

MYRDIN 

I'll keep an eye out for Spot. 

Can you give me any more details? 

CAILU 

He has grey fur with black stripes and massive 
paws which means that he will no doubt turn 
into a great direwolf when he matures. 

MYRDIN 

I'll keep an eye out for Spot. 

Wait. You were raising a DIREWOLF? 

CAILU 

Well... I mean. He wasn't that big when I last 
saw him.  

MYRDIN 

(sigh) 

I'll keep an eye out for Spot. 

Well... I will see what I can do. 
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Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

MYRDIN 

It isn't the adventure I was looking for but... 

I suppose if I see any sign of him... I can send 
word. 

Following: 
→ Cailu: "He has grey fur with black stripes..." 

MYRDIN 

Well, I am suddenly free. 

I'll keep an eye out, two if I can spare, for Spot. 

Following: 
→ Cailu: "He has grey fur with black stripes..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Hmm... 

I'd say yes, but I have a few other things I need 
to look into first. 

CAILU 

Oh. I see. Well, if you find yourself free, let me 
know... 

Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 

 

CAILU 

He has grey fur with black stripes and massive 
paws which means that he will no doubt turn 
into a- 

CAILU 

-Are you listening, Myr? 

MYRDIN 

I'll keep an eye out for Spot. 

No fear, Cailu. I will rescue Spot in no time. 

CAILU 

Oh dear... Well... Gods be with you then. 
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Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 

 

1.10. Vamir 
References: 

 

Vamir invites you for a drink at The Green Ghastling in Invehone one day. 

QuestInformationVariables.talkedToVa ... 
QuestInformationVariables.talkedToVamirOrigin == false 

 

Following: 
→ Vamir: "Ah! Do my eyes deceive me or is thi..." 
→ Vamir: "I hope to see you in Invehone one o..." 

VAMIR 

Ah! Do my eyes deceive me or is this Little Myr-
myr Beinion. 

MYRDIN 

Sorry... Do I know you? 

VAMIR 

Haha! Back in the day, when you were but a lad 
in training britches, I would come 'round to 
thatch roofs for tenant homes under your 
father's management. 

VAMIR 

So, what manner of mischief does Little Myr-myr 
get up to these days? 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Life has gotten rather dull, what w..." 
→ Myrdin: "The Festival of Twilight has made l..." 
→ Myrdin: "I am going to pursue the life of an..." 

VAMIR 

I hope to see you in Invehone one of these days! 

Following: 
⃝ Exploring Caer Galadhon 
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MYRDIN 

Not great. 

Life has gotten rather dull, what with 
Castlekeeper Thalia and Stablemaster Anaedor 
keeping me busy. 

VAMIR 

Heh. The Little Myr-myr I knew would rather be 
smiting trolls than working at the castle. 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Hopefully I will find my heroic mom..." 

MYRDIN 

Fine. 

The Festival of Twilight has made life a bit 
busier, but hopefully I will find some spare time 
soon. 

VAMIR 

Then perhaps you will be able to go on one of 
those adventures you were always jawing on 
about. 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Hopefully I will find my heroic mom..." 

 

MYRDIN 

My future is bright! 

I am going to pursue the life of an adventurer... 
any day now. 

VAMIR 

That sounds like the Little Myr-myr I knew! 

Following: 
→ Myrdin: "Hopefully I will find my heroic mom..." 

 

MYRDIN 

Hopefully I will find my heroic moment! How 
about you? 

VAMIR 

These days, I live in Invehone and ply my trade 
as thatcher, but I find some time to spare for a 
pint, a pipe, and good company. 

VAMIR 

The Green Ghastling. That's the tavern. Be sure 
to look me up if you come by Invehone! 

MYRDIN 

Certainly! A pint and a pipe sound like a relaxing 
time! 
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Following: 
↑ Guard Conversation 
↑ Anaedor 
↑ Maid Phelorna 
↑ Thalia 
↑ Cailu 
↑ Vamir 
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